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Is Malpractice Insurable?

GEOFFREY SEGAR*

It is interesting to note, with respect to medical-professional liability insurance, that as of October 15, 1975, there was no insurance market in the State of North Carolina. As of that same date there was virtually no competitive insurance market in the State of Indiana. While several months ago there were many insurance carriers in the medical-professional liability business, over the last several months these have dwindled to a mere handful.¹

While much of the attention aroused by the current "malpractice crisis" has been centered upon the insurance industry, it is at most only partially an insurance industry problem. The issue here is much broader than the availability and cost of insurance. It must be remembered that medical liability insurance is not social insurance designed to compensate patients for their medical-related injuries, but is insurance designed to protect the assets of the insured in the event of negligently induced injury. In this connection, most commentators have lost sight of the important difference between "malpractice" and "malpractice claims."² Malpractice is negligent conduct on the part of the professional. Malpractice claims, however, are merely allegations that an injury to a patient was caused by the professional's negligent conduct.³ "Claims made" far outnumber the true cases of negligent conduct. The real challenge may lie in developing a method to compensate those individuals who have suffered a medical injury although negligent conduct was not involved. (While there are many proposals for "no-fault" compensation systems, no such system has been implemented in this
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³ Indeed, some malpractice studies are based upon "claim file" statistics. These data, although useful, represent "potential" claims which have not yet, and may never, take the form of an allegation in a complaint. Id.
This socially desirable objective obviously cannot be met by charging the professional liability system with the task as that system was simply not designed to accomplish this goal.

In a recent discussion of the medical malpractice problem, Eli Bernzweig, who was the Executive Director of the HEW Commission on Malpractice, and who is now a special assistant to the Administrator, Federal Insurance Administration, stated that:

Many trial attorneys firmly believe that malpractice suits coerce doctors into being more careful. . . . [b]ut this is a partial truth at best. Although there are probably some [doctors] who practice better medicine because of their fear of malpractice suits, there undoubtedly are more who practice worse medicine because of this fear. More important, malpractice litigation does not reach the day to day problems of medicine very often or very well. The system is an extremely remote and roundabout way of approaching a problem which undoubtedly exists, but which needs a more direct solution.6

Mr. Bernzweig has touched upon one of the most common misconceptions with regard to the current atmosphere surrounding malpractice litigation. The current adversary system is recognized as failing to reach the underlying problems of the practice of medicine. The adversary system presents an unnecessary, expensive, and probably socially unjustified burden on the health care delivery system. The current method of compensating the injured party has become an economic, social, and to some degree, psychological burden thrust upon a portion of society which has no means of bearing that burden.

---


5 COMMISSION REPORT at x.

While there is substantial disagreement, even among insurance industry representatives, depending upon the particular company involved or even upon the particular geographic area, as to certain elements of the malpractice crisis, there are problems which seem common to the industry. It is almost uniformly recognized that insurance carriers dealing with professional liability insurance have a valid actuarial problem, which may be described as the "credibility" of any actuarial basis for premium determination. The data involved in making the actuarial determination of premium rates may well be insufficient to allow the actuaries a truly credible base for premium determination. For example, within a given state there may be a few doctors who form the premium base rate in that area. Most claims are against doctors in the high-risk area. The numbers involved in those high-risk areas are so small as to present an insufficient actuarial base for accurate determination. An actuary would not think of using such a small base in making up classifications for pricing in almost any other field of liability insurance. It appears unreasonable to require him to do so in the area of professional liability coverage.

Secondly, the insurance industry, because of substantial recent changes in the number of claims being made, and perhaps in the amounts of settlements and verdicts, has had difficulty with what has been described as the "long tail." This means that the industry is dealing with disposition of losses on the basis of perhaps twenty percent in the first year, perhaps thirty percent in the second year, maybe another thirty percent in the third year, etc. Thus, the pattern of payments stretches out over a period of several years, while the premium charge has been made two, three, four, or five years earlier. Premium charges have failed in the past to adequately reflect this so-called "long tail" or future payment pattern.

Until a few years ago, the insurance industry treated medical-professional liability insurance within the same general framework as other liability coverage. This is no longer true, and at least within the past year or so, the industry has looked upon this coverage as "catastrophic insurance." For example, there were sixteen verdicts reported in California in the year 1974 in excess of $1,000,000. Illinois within the past
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9 See American Trial Lawyers Association, Medical Malpractice—The ATL Seminar 31-32 (1966), discussed in depth in Project, supra note 8, at 940 n.4. See also Commission Report at 6-7.
year or so has had four $1,000,000 plus judgments. Settlements in large amounts have become frequent. The industry, then, justifiably or not, regards this area of coverage as one in which potential catastrophic-sized verdicts are becoming fairly commonplace. Party due to this approach and this fear, many of the companies involved in the field have become skeptical as to the advisability of writing the coverage at all.

The companies which have been involved in the medical-professional liability insurance business have been unable to keep abreast of the changing trends in this peculiar area. The reasons for the changes are many, and have been discussed at length by almost every writer who has analyzed the current "crisis." Companies writing "occurrence" insurance have traditionally relied upon at least some analysis of historical patterns. These patterns have proven unreliable in this area of insurance. For this reason, some companies now look toward a so-called "claims-made" form of policy whereby (at least to some degree) current charges are made on the basis of current claims—the claims-made policy being more in the nature of a term insurance policy which provides coverage only for "claims reported and made" during the policy period rather than all "occurrences" during that same period. Even this form of coverage, however, still faces the potential of years of delay before cases are terminated, and this failing may render even the claims-made policy actuarially unreliable.

Insurance companies have also been influenced by the unpredictability of the frequency of claims made over the past year or so. Over the period of the 1960's there was a constant frequency of approximately nine percent; that is, nine claims per one hundred insured doctors.

---


12 See Commission Report at 12, which reports 6.5 medical malpractice files were opened for every 100 active practitioners in 1970. See also Assembly Select Comm. on Medical Malpractice, Preliminary Report, in 1 Association of Trial Lawyers of America, Quality Medical Care—the Citizen's Right 128, 133 (1974), which notes that the number of malpractice claims filed in California have increased from 13.5 per 100 physicians in 1965 to more than 18 per 100 physicians in 1974.
This figure was used as an actuarial basis for premium determination. While statistics in this area are not totally reliable, it now appears that, at least in the high risk categories, claims (not actual malpractice, but claims) are made on the basis of roughly one claim for every four insured doctors. The companies which relied on past trends at the time when they made up the premium base did not consider or predict the size of this frequency increase.

Insurance carriers face problems other than uncertainties in pricing their product. For example, the reinsurance market has become almost nonexistent. American companies which over the past several years were active in the reinsurance field have abandoned the current market. In fact, only a few remain. Even Lloyds of London, which used to be actively involved in certain areas of primary coverage, as well as in the excess and reinsurance markets, has little current interest in this type of business.

The insurance industry today is apprehensive about the medical-professional liability business. There is concern that the various types of pooling arrangements which are being designed to solve the availability problem will result in subsidies to certain professionals financed through a tax on other insurance customers. For this reason alone, some companies not only do not intend to increase their writings, but would prefer to abandon the business entirely.

Some companies have developed an almost paranoid apprehension toward insurance regulatory bodies, as a result of the pressures being applied to the industry in the medical malpractice field. In many states hostility has developed between insurance commissioners, other regulatory personnel, and certain companies which either have or have not remained in the marketplace.

Certain industry members have indicated that this area of underwriting has become unpopular because of the severe hostility that exists between the medical profession and the insurance industry in some locales. Concern has also been expressed about hostility between the medical profession and the legal profession. This underlying malaise reinforces some of the conflicts preventing a solution to the current problem. Until some of the hostilities are overcome, adequate solutions will be most difficult to achieve.

Because of the fact that there is really no competitive insurance market in Indiana, the carrier currently involved as both the principal primary insurance carrier and "Risk Manager" under the new law

virtually controls the insurability of physicians in Indiana. To a degree, the determination of which professionals will be insured at primary insurance rates and which will be passed on to the Indiana Risk Manager, at substantial premium increases, rests with the carrier. To a certain extent this system places control of the practice of medicine in Indiana with an insurer. This practical effect upon the operation of the professional liability insurance industry was obviously not intended by the legislature, and should be remedied.

It is likely that the current malpractice problem is adversely affecting the delivery of medical care by the health care professions. It is absolutely necessary that a solution be found to allow the health care professions to concentrate upon their fundamental objective—the best patient care possible. Perhaps current legislative attempts will remove the roadblocks to the solution of the underlying problem. The atmosphere in Indiana has cleared to some extent since lawyers, health care professionals, and the insurance industry have made attempts to jointly resolve the real problems involved. Perhaps, if this cooperation continues, adequate solutions will finally evolve.